This research is purpose to know the role of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan in overcome fictitious investment in Bengkulu city and To know the efforts of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan to protect the consumers that take fictitious investment in Bengkulu city. This research uses empirical approach, that is research in the place by using interviews to get answers about the role of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan to overcome fictitious investment in Bengkulu city and the efforts of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan to protect consumers that has done fictitious investment in Bengkulu City. This research uses two types of data,that is primary data and secondary data. Then, its data to be analyzed in a research report that is qualitative descriptive. The results of the research is the role of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan to overcome fictitious investment in Bengkulu City that is preventive and repressive efforts. The preventive efforts for example to socializing and educating people to alert investment and coordinating with law enforcers and other regulators. The repressive efforts, for example set up an Alert Investment task force in every area. Then the efforts of Otoritas Jasa Keuangan to protect consumers that have fictitious investment in Bengkulu City is regulated in POJK Number 1 / POJK.07 / 2013 about Perlindungan Konsumen Sektor Jasa Keuangan.
Introduction
At the time, the citizen seems to be competing in investing, but not all institutions that raise funds from the citizen can be trusted as a place to safe invest. As it is known that investment is an activity undertaken in depositing or incorporating funds or money and capital to expect the benefits gained.
There are some people who argue that investing means wasting money or capital is not certain. Such an assumption may arise because of the risks to be faced when investing. Few people dare to invest if they see a big risk in investing. It is natural to have by everyone. because they feel they have been collecting money with difficulty just to give to something risky.
Investment risks that need to be attention are fraud, embezzlement, to fictitious investments. When the investment is criminal-related, the risk is to lose all investment funds. Realizing that investment is good but also risky, people are required to better understand investment products.
As for the reasons of someone in making an investment that is getting a profit, future needs, business needs, as a source of income, needs old time that safe, and investment is also easy to do.
Related to the rise of suspected fictitious investments in Indonesian territory, including Bengkulu, could result in many losses to the community. Lately, people in the city of Bengkulu many who invest in an institution called D4F (Dream for Freedom).
As known, Monday (6/6) as many as 116 residents report to the Police Bengkulu because they feel they have become victims of this D4F. From the 116 victims report, estimated total loss reached Rp 1.8 billion.
Therefore, it needs to be analyzed about the 
Results and Analysis
People are often easily tempted by the lure of investments that promise profits in a short time, but investment is one type of a lucky agreement. A lucky agreement means that people who make investments definitely do not earn a profit, but sometimes they also get a loss.
Seen from the juridical, then a lucky agreement such as investment should refer to the provisions contained in III Burgelijk
Wetboek (BW) book on the engagement.
Because, there is a commitment that comes from the agreement and from the Act.
It remains to be remembered in our minds that not only is fictive investment a disservice to society, but there is also an umroh travel agency, First Travel which promises people that they will be able go umroh only by paying a very low cost compared to other umroh travel agencies. As a result of this action, more than a thousand As for suggestions that can be given by the author, the OJK is expected to conduct legal defense to protect consumers in the form of filing a lawsuit to recover property owned by the injured party from the party causing the loss, either under the control of the party causing the intended losses or under the mastery of others in bad faith.
